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.wit be sunny. cooler and -tee8

humid. Highs 1n the mid 708 with
northea8t winds 8 to 15 mph. Fair and
-ooolar Tt.teaday night with lows il the
·

low50f.

sa·nctions set
for South Africa

WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan abandoned his
opposition to sanctions against South Africa Monday and
ordered implementation of most of the anti-apartheid
provisions in a bill that congressional leaders said would
have passed even over his veto .
Attempting to avoid the embarrassment of a foreign
policy defeat in Congress , Reagan issued an executive order
that he said was "aimed against the machinery of apartheid
without
in
discriminately punish
ing the people who are
v i cqm s
of
that
system. ' '
'A year of racial
By AMY ZURAWSKI
in
v i olence
Sou th
Campus editor
Africa in which more
. Several Eastern instructors said
than 650 people had
they believe President Reagan' s
been killed, most of
sanctions against the white-ruled
them
black ,
had
South African government were
brought sharp attack in
only an effort to divert stronger
the United States and in
U.S. Senate action.
C o ngress
agai nst
Reagan announced Monday
Reagan' s policy of
restrictions on computer and gold
"constructive engag
coin sales, bank loans . and
ement"
with
that
nu clear technology imports to the
country- quiet diplo
apartheid government.
macy to persuade the
Eastern history instructor Paul
governing whites to
Hennings said Reagan' s sanc
share power with the
tions are " too little, too late. "
voteless black maj ority. ·
" He (Reagan) speaks out
Until now, Reagan
against apartheid but that's not
had justified his op
enough, "
he added .
" The
position to sanctions on
sanctions are just a mask for
the
grounds
that
doing as little as possible. ' '
economic
penalties
Hennings said he believes
would hurt blacks more·
Reagan created the rules because
than anyone else.
he was fearful the Senate would
Reagan ' s
o rde r
override a veto and " he would be
would prohibit U . S .
(See TEACHERS, page 7)
r
banks f om lending
money to the South African government unless the funds
are used to help the disenfranchised black majority as well
as whites; ban computer exports to to South African
military and law enforcement agencies; and block the sale of
nuclear technology to South Africa unless it is " necessary
for humanitarian reasons to protect health and safety. ' '
I n the order signed i n the Oval Office during a nationally
broadcast ceremony, Reagan also proposed to ban im
portation of the Krugerrand, South Afric�' s gold coin,
subject to consultations with America's major trading
partners .
Reagan sent U . S . Ambassador Jlerman Nickel back to
Pretoria with a letter that the president said expressed his
" grave view of the current crisis and assessment of what is
needed.
"The American people are impatient, " Reagan said. "We
all feel very strongly about the changes needed.' '
As a practical matter, most of the steps contained in
(See SANCTIONS, page 7)

Teachers say
·actions weak

Class on the grass

Sweltering temperatures proved to be too and leaving the steamy confines of Coleman
much for John Moore's Children's Literature . Monday a must as well. For more on the
shadier Coleman heat wave, see the rel�ted story on
to
moved
who
above,
class,
surrounding$ on the South Quad lawn Monday. page 3.
Several. instructors found shortening classes

harleston teachers vote to strike
LORI EDWARDS
late news editor

·

Charleston teachers Monday voted to strike
ednesday morning, leaving 50 Eastern student
chers without posts .
Francis Summers, Eastern's director of student
ching, said "We're terribly upset by it, .but
e're going to survive.
"It's going to be hard (to find schools to take
e student teachers),;' he said. "It'll be tough on
students-it's tough all around. "
Eight to 1 0 special education student teachers
· I have to be moved right away, because their
ogram requires a longer time in the schools ,
mmers said.
He added the rest of the student teachers would
moved last because there was a week leeway
fore they were in danger and the strike could be
ttled in that time.
A conference will be held Tuesday, Summers
"d, to start making plans to move the teachers
determining where positions are open.
dent teachers will also be told not to cross
ket lines.
Although he would not say how far the

teachers might move, Summers had said two
weeks ago that teachers may have to find schools
as far as 50 miles away.
Summers said the strike may "inconvenience
students a little bit, " but they would still be able
to complete their fall graduation plans.
The biggest inconvenience, he said, will come
when student teachers " have to pack up and drive
away . "
Several o f the student teachers have signed
leases for Charleston.apartments and do not have
cars to drive to the new schools .
Charleston Education Association president
Jackie Adkins said CEA teachers voted 1 1 8-2 1 to
reject the board' s last offer and go on strike
Wednesday.
The teachers must offer the board a 24-hour
notice before going on strike, according to Illinois
law.
The Community Unit No. 1 School Board
proposal included a 9.5 percent salary increase
the first year and an 8.5 percent increase the
second year.
The teachers w.ere asking for a 1 3 percent
(See CHARLESTON, page 9)
·

·

OG takes first step in administrative restructuring
responsible to a chancellor. Currently,
the president of each BOG school,
OAK BROOK-The Board of whieh includes Eastern, Northeastern,
Western,
Chicago
State,
arid
ernors Monday took the first step
Governors State, report only to the
ard adopting a system which will
e university presidents responsible board.
Eastern Pr�dent Stanley Rives,
a chancellor.
The Board voted S.-3 to accept an ad who expressed concern Thursday that
committee's recommendation to the chancellorship could curb ·the
rganize
the
BOG's
executive presidents' autonomy, said he is
cture, after a motion to table the reserving final judgment on the
ommendation failed.
proposal.
But the board's vote does not grant
"I will be very interested to see the
approval to the new system. The response of our campus to the whole
bylaws will now be distributed proposal," Rives said.
each of the system's five campuses
Rives said some board members
:,for reaction, and another vote will be . believed a 'consultant should be hired
en at a future board meeting.
to gather more information on the
Under
the
change,
all
BOG most effective way to manage the
presidents
will
report
and . be
system.
MARY HOLLAND

writer

�

"There was an argument that other
members of the board needed further
·information to make a decision,'' he
said.
Former BOG Chairman Dominick Bufalino, one of three board members
who voted to table the recom
mendation, said he felt the issue was
rushed.
"What difference does it make if we
pass· it in November or February,"
Bufalino said. "I don't think the
campuses will run away. The students
will still be there."
Under the propsed system, Bufalino
said, "the presidents will not have the
final say so, the chancellor will."
Bufalino said he believes the board
should have asked for help from those
who are familiar with similar systems.

''This is an important issue,''
Bufalino said. "Perhaps (it is) the most
important issue that has come before
the board in the 1 1 years I've been on
it."
Bufalino said speed in decision
making could be an advantage of the
proposed restructuring. "When you
centralize power it's like a dictatorship.
You move a little faster when you want
to do things."
His· main
concern
about
the
proposal, Bufalino
said, is that
universities will lose their identities and
·the board will lose power, including the
power to hire and fire presidents.
"If the chancellorship is established,
the president will report to the
chancellor, and the chancellor will

·

(See BOG, paae 9)
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J\ssociated Press

State/Nation/World
Hartigan opens bid for governor

SPRINGFIELD-Democratic Attorney General Neil
Hartigan opened his campaign for governor Monday by
forswearing tax increases and urging former. U . S . Sen. Adlai
Stevenson III to reconsider his plans .for a primary
challenge.
.
At the second stop of a two-day tour of-the state,
Hartigan said the administration of three-term Republican
Gov . James Thompson has left Illinois in "a tragic.state" of.
high unemployment and economic stagnation.
"This state is headed for serious trouble, ' ' the·
47-year-old Hartigan told reporters and government
workers on the steps of the state Capitol. "The policies of
the past simply have not worked.''
Hartigan said the cornerstone of his campaign would be a
$300 million tax-cut proposal that he first advanced in July.
He also criticized Thompson's role in a temporary income
tax increase in 1 983 and his support for newly approved
taxes on telephone calls, cigarettes and used car sales.

Let Polovchak stay-attorney

CHICAGO-A federal order barring Walter Polovchak's
removal from the United States should be upheld to prevent
anyone's forcing him to return to the Soviet Union, a
government attorney said Monday.
"Please don't let Walter be taken back to the Soviet
Union, " Justice Department attorney Carolyn Kuhl said in
oral arguments before the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Ap
peals.
She argued that lifting the order could result in Walter's
being drugged or kidnapped and forcibly taken out of the
country.
Walter, who at age 1 2 refused to leave the United States to
return to the Ukraine with his parents, has been at the center
of an international custody battle since 1 980. He says he
plans to apply for U.S.citizenship next month.
A recent lower court ruling held the rights of Anna and
Michael Polovchak were violated by the order barring the
removal of their son, who will be 1 8 in three weeks , from the
United States.

Mild quake shakes Chicago

CHICA-GO- A mild earthquake, registering 3.0 on the
Richter Scale, rattled parts of the Chicago area during rush
hour Monday afternoon, said a spokesman for the U . S .
Geological Survey.
In west suburban La Grange, police received about 600
telephone calls shortly after the tremor, with many people
reporting minor damage, said Lt. James Wade.
"It was like a deep tunnel explosion, " Wade said. " I
really thought i t was a n explosion... I t was the kind o f thing
where you expect the phone to light up, and they did."
Most of the damage involved pictures falling off walls,
figurines and other objects being shaken from shelves, and
cracked ceilings, Wade said.

The Daily

J OH A N N E S B U R G ,
S out h
A fr i c a
(AP)-President P . W . Botha said Congress
forced President Reagan to adopt sanctions
Monday against South Africa, buth that
Reagan's plan "is less harmful" that what U . S .
legislators proposed.
Botha did not criticize Reagan, but said
Congress coerced the president to move on
economic sanctions " in disregard of the welfare
and interests of our region. ' '
" It is nonetheless to be regretted. Whatever
the intention, the effect is punitive. It is a
negative step," Botha said in a statement.
Botha said South Africa would not bow to
foreign pressure, but vowed the country would
push ahead with race reforms "despite outside
pressures . "
A year of violence over apartheid, South
Africa's system of enforced racial separation by
which 5 million whites rule 24 million blacks, has
-

left more than 6 50 people dead and 2, 500 in
jured, most of them black .
Reagan said in Washington he will ban loans
to the South African government except those to
help blacks , ban all computer exports that could
be used to enforce apartheid, and prohibit the
sale of nuclear technology except that used for
international safeguards
He also told Cabinet officials to draft a ban on
Krugerrand coin imports and look into minting
an American gold coin.
Financial analysts in South Africa said most of
Re agan ' s
san c t i o n s
pac k a g e - l i k e
the
congressional bill he was hoping to cir
cumvent-would have little practical impact on
the nation's economy. The ban on importing
Krugerrands into the. United States , however,
could put a " severe strain" on sales of the gold
coin around the world , ' ' industry officials said.
'

Tradps stamp out Thailand cqup
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)-Loyalist troops
crushed a coup attempt Monday by 400 to 500
soldiers led by former top military men. Prime
Minister Prem Tinsulandona, who had been out
of the country, returned hours after the tank-led
rebel insurrection and pleaded for unity.
Four people were reported killed .and 59
wounded in nine hours of fighting. The acting
army chief said three alleged coup leaders had
been arrested.
Among the dead were N BC News Bangkok
bureau chief Neil Davis, and his soundman, Bill
Latch. The two men were shot in front ·Of the
army compound as rebel-operated M-4 1 and M48 tanks opened fire on the army radio station.
At 6 a.m. rebel soldiers seized the official
Radio Thailand and government television
Channel Nine. The rebels, calling themselves the
"Revolutionary Party, '' announced they had
seized power and dissolved Parliament and
·

Cabinet.
The rebels moved tanks to the compour�s of
the Supreme Command, Government House, the
First Army Division headquarters and the Public
Relations Department, the· national media
center, all located within a one-square-mile
radius.
The rebels, with machine guns and 2 2 tanks,
stormed the army radio station at 9:55 a.m . , but
gave up five hoQrs later when the government
threatened to move in and crush them.
The leaders of the coup announced over Radio
Thailand that they had seized power, " to correct
the seriously deteriorating sit u ation of the
economy. "
White smoke rose from the badly damaged
compound and the area resounded with bursts of
machine gun and pistol fire and exploding
grenades. The compound was seriously damaged
by t an k fire, but held out.

Crowd salutes Titanic scientists
WOODS HOLE, Mass. (AP);-Scientists who
found the Titanic returned to port Monday to the
cheers of a jubilant crowd and revealed that as
soon as they made the emotional discovery they
held a memorial service for the l ,S 1 3 people who
died in the sinking.
The Navy-owned research ship Knorr, whose
crew found the Titanic about 560 miles off
Newfoundland on Sept. 1 , gave two horn blasts
and did a 360-degree turn in the harbor as a
salute to the 300 people who gathered to greet it.
About 20 small pleasure boats escorted the
Knorr in the harbor as people waved from the
·docks and the rooftops of the Woods Hole
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Oceanographic Institutic,n.
" I'm glad it's over, " said Robert Ballard,
chief scientist on the U . S . -French expedition that
found the Titanic 2 Vi miles below the surface
while testing a remote-control robot vessel for
the Navy.
When the Titanic was spotted, Ballard said, he
had just stepped out of the control room. The
chief French scientist, Jean-Louis Michel, was
the first to see the ship .
"They said you'd better go and get Bob and no
one wanted to leave. So, finally, they got t he
cook to go and fin d me. l ran into the control
center. It was clear," Ballard said.

ATTENTION
All Organizations
Sign-ups for
gr oup shots
for the
1986 Warbler

will continue
. only.until Sept. 12.
All you have to do is stop by the Warbler Office
Buzzard Building-between 1and4 p.m. to reserve
your group's space in the 1986 Warbler

Group shots begin Sept. 16
Times are limited so sign up soon!
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eat wave invades Coleman Hall
CAM SIMPSON
writer

Air conditioning faiiures in at least one of
tern's buildings made Monday's sweltering
peratures that much more unbearable for
y students and instructors .
In Coleman Hall, temperatures were reported
several instructors and students to be well
ve normal, reaching highs in the 90s.
Eastern economics instructor Richard Sidwell
'd he had to move his class outside the building
use "the students were not at their maximum
ertness due to the uncomfortable surroun
. gs."
Sidwell, who came to Eastern in 1 970, said,
'It's always been like this , every fall since I've
n here. It's a crime. "
Physical Plant Director Everett Alms said the
son for the Coleman air conditioning failure
as a condensate pump that went out of
peration early Friday night.
He added the system was to be back in working
rder by Monday morning. However, tem
rature readings in Coleman Hall-one of the
uildings affected by the pump failure-reached
degrees Monday. The Applied Sciences
uilding was also affected .

·

Although Alms could not say exactly when the
air conditioning would be working, he did say it
would be " soon . "
English instructor John Moore said, " It's hell
trying to teach in those classrooms . The ticking
noise of the automatic light timers (in the rooms)
makes you feel as though you're in a microwave
oven. "
Junior Tim Miller said , " It's impossible to
concentrate in those rooms . All you can think
about is getting out of there. "
High temperatures i n Coleman apparently
caused more than just discomfort for one Eastern
stud�nt.
Flora Beabout had to be escorted from her
Coleman Hall English class to the Health Service,
according to campus security officials .
The officials said Beabout was· weakened by the
heat and became lightheaded .
Bruce Maxwell, a registered nurse at Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center, said students should
dress in loose, light-colored clothing to lessen the
unhealthy effects of the heat .
.
Maxwell added if students feel lightheaded or
weak , " they should drink cool fluids and go
is
t e mperature
the
where
s o m e w here
cooler-preferrably somewhere air conditioned . "
·

enate to look at CUPB overhaul
Eastern President Stanley Rives plans to ad
ress the Faculty Senate Tuesday about a possible
restructuring of the Council on University
tanning and Budget.
"The reason we decided to restructure goes
ack to the North Central Association's com
ments," Rives said. "They wanted clarification
of the roles and functions of the CUP B .
"It's not a massive change. I n terms o f
embers i t i s a n expansion. N o one will b e taken
off," he added.
The senate conducted preliminary discussion
on the draft statement last week, voicing concern
that the council was "top-heavy with ad
ministration. " Ten of the 20 members are from
the administration. The ,other 10 are faculty,

students and civil service worker's .
" It's strange to me that every vice president
who sits on this committee also sits on the
president's council where they can give him
(Rives) all the advice he needs there , " senate
member Ken Sutton said .
Some senate members also questioned why
CUPB member's terms should be changed from
four years to two years. It recommended the
terms be kept staggered with the members serving
the first year as �alternate bn a three- or four
year term.·
Rives refused to comment on the CUPB
composition until he had discussed the draft
statement with the senate, which is scheduled to
meet at 2 p.m. Thursday in the Union addition
Martinsville room.

Monday's sticky temperatures and glaring sun failed
to drain the energy of Fran Squires and her Science
Methods class who took to the outdoors Monday.
Squires sei zed the opportunity to instruct her students
on how to trek the sun .
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Yourtllm
Foundation's cash
'ours' not 'his'

Opinion

Editor:
Who is Daniel S. Newman?
( Author of letter in Aug . 28
edition of The Daily Eastern
News) . How and where did he
acquire the expertise to become
an "authority" on the Republic of
South Africa? What knowledge
does he have of the
Editorials reprt:sent
distinguished alumni, business
the majority opinion
and civic leaders who are
donating their time and money to
oft'" �·editorial board
the E IU Foundation and whom
he labels "a bunch of clowns?"
His impudence is exceeded
The Dally Eastern News
only by his ignorance.
Tuesday, September 10, 1985
First of all, Foundation in
vestments are not "our" money,
as he puts it. It is not tax money,
it is not stud ent tuition . Rather it
is "our" money, donated by
alumni and friends of the
university.
Secondly, has Newman,
whomever he is, ever been to
South Africa? Has he ever met,
The new campus police MAIL-SERVE much less dined at breakfast,
lunch or dinner with such black,
program has some blatant flaws.
MAIL-SERVE allows students to report Asian and colored leaders as
. Gatsha Buthelezi ( Chief of all the

MAIL-.SERVE may

be inviting fraud

Zulus) , Chief Lent Magoma, Dr.
Lennox Sebe of the Xhosa tribe,
or David Thebahali , mayor of
Soweto?
South Afr1ca is one of many
nations I have visited, an d these
gentlemen, and others have told
me that while they are seeking
to eliminate apartheid, that dis
investment, and d ivestment, are
the absolute worst things the
U. S . could possibly do to heir
cause.
I would suggest that Newman
read some history, which shows
that the blacks and whites came
into this previously vacant
territory at the same time . Today
it is a case of the Iron Age
coming into the J et Age; a 1 6th
Century birth rate and a 20th
Century death rate.
As for the Foundation, I would
suggest that Newman put his
money where his mouth is
before he starts calling our
money "his. " I await his donation
to help our scholarship
programs.
•.

�

Jim Roberts
EIU Foundation Vice President

property crimes through a telephone call to
the police. A student then fills out a triplicate
form about the theft, with a copy for the

No 'light' issue
Editor:
The Eastern News ( Page 4
opinions in the Sept. 5 edition)
picked a strange time to make
light of homosexuality, in its
attack on campus evangelists .
At a time when the U.S.
military is undertaking the g reat
task of testing all personnel in
order to screen out AIDS and
when we are told that one of the
most dangerous sources of AIDS
for innocent children is diaper
changing in public nurseries
homosexuality should be taken
more seriously.
The Eastern News should be
campaigning for separate toilet
facilities on campus for AIDS
carriers. How many students
have already d ropped out of
school when they found out that
their roommates had herpes?
. I have never b een able to get
to the quad in time to hear what
the evangelists have to say. But,
if they identify shorts with loose
women, then Hooray for the
opposit� sex.
Edward Colbert
History instructor

police, the victim and
the
insurance
com
pany.
Herein lies the biggest problem with the
program. While most students are honest,
there will no doubt be some who report
property crimes where none exist.
If a police officer has to go to the scene, a
person will be less likely to lie or it will be
more apparent if they are lying. A police
officer should be able to sense when
someone is not telling the truth.
Police officers have also said the program
will not be used if there is evidence found at
the scene, but what a student may not see
as evidence may be evidence to a trained
police officer.

Editorial

·

Admittedly, Eastem's police force only
enables four police officers, at the most, to
be on a shift because of limited personnel.
But that is not an excuse for ther:n to neglect
their duty by not reporting to a crime scene.

Hel pi n g farmers
Everybody likes to have a good time. But
having a good time and helping a· good
cause at the same time is even better.
Students and faculty who will be attending
the Farm Aid concert Sept. 22 in Cham
paign will be having fun and helping a good
cause-the nation's farmers.
Most concert goers
probably did not grab
up
tickets
as
a
philanthropic gesture, but rather to see an
incredible line-up of performers.
Yet,
without your support Farm Aid wouldn't be
possible.
The real chore of deciding how to
distribute the funds has already began, with
farmers from across the nation meeting last
week with org anizer Willie Nelson at the
Assembly Hall to offer some suggestions.
With luck, between the support of Farm
Aid participants and organizers, the funds
raised through the all day concert event will
be used in the best way possible to aid this
nation's ailing farmers.

EdItorIal

·

H�s the sport gone out of wrestling?
It's Saturday afternoon and Americans are i n
search o f a relaxing, cultural experience. They ask
themselves what activity will fulfill their expectations.
They flip on the tube, lock the doors ( perhaps as the
result of embarrassm ent) and spend the rest of the
afternoon with the likes of Hulk Hogan .
Yes my friends, outrageous as it may seem, we
can no longer hide from the fact that we have en
tered the age of pro wrestling .
It was once just the pastime of middle-aged men
who wanted to chug a few beers with the ac
companiment of televised sports when no baseball or
football games were broadcast. But now, pro
wrestling is common place in the hQmes of the
educated, the uneducated, the rich, the poor, the
young, the old .
The strange thing is, nobody admits to watching
these events. Even stranger is that these matches
are some of the top rated weekend televised ac·
tivities.
Cal!fl down, all you Hulkomaniacs. I don't have
anything against people who watch pro wrestling .
Heck, I've watched it a few times myself.
All I want to know is why people have become so
·
taken with this form of entertainment; especially
members of our generation .
I mean, when I was a youth and my brother wat
ched pro wrestling, we would laughingly say, "It's all
a hoax. The winner's chosen ahead of time. It's not a
sport, it's a crude form of entertainment. "
In this age of heavy competition, one would think
that people would want to view an activity where it
was really man versus man with no planned winners .
But maybe individuals like the idea that victors
might be chosen ahead of time. Perhaps they get an
air of certainty-a reinforcement of the idea that the

What's the point?
Diane Schneidman
good g uy will always come out on top.
And what if the exhibitions aren't staged? What
could be more thrilling than raw strength pitted
against raw strength? What could be more American?
' Then again, maybe the attraction to pro wrestli ng
doesn't have anything to do with competition,
athletics ot Americanism. Perhaps people tune in for
the she�r entertainment value provided by the
programs.
These shows have everything. There are good
guys and bad guys, there's comedy, there's violence
and there's drama. The only other programming as
successful at meshing these elements together is
the soap opera.
More importantly, these Saturday shows seem to
be a great way to release tension . On e can sit back,
watch some scary dudes apparently beat each other
up and then it's all over. Both parties walk away, vow
to have a rematch and the next two guys enter the
ring.
Meanwhile, the spectators get to cheer on their
hero, flick off the tube and return to life refreshed .
So, pro wrestling has some good points . The only
question still preying on my mind ·is, why are all our
heros entertainers? But that's another column .
-Diane Schneidman is a regular columnist for The
Daily Eastern News and editorial director for The
Warbler.
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Vietnam
By LARRY SMITH

8lilff writer

A red ribbon on the tree in front of
Jan MacDonald's house marks a
personal battle with Vietnam-the
fight for the return of American
prisoners of war and those missing in
ion.
MacDonald is involved with an
rganization called the Red Ribbon
Red Badge of Courage Campaign.
Comprised of the families of POW's
and MIA's, the group is actively
seeking to alert the American public to
the soldiers who were left behind in
V ietnam .

A pr otestor of t he war in the i 960' s
an d '70's, she n ow carrie s on a dif
ferent campaign . "I was a pr otester
an d I fee l a re sponsibil ity to do thi s . I
also f ee l that it is ever y Amer ican ' s
dut y t o help bring these guys home . "
She said she be lieves the soldier s
kn ew they were goin g to f ight an
unpopular war .
"Our
figh ting a nonsense war . ' '

guys

were

Jan said the R ed Ribbon Campaign
start ed as a sort of " spin off" of the

l 0, 1 985
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Group urges public to write letters
asking for release of POW-MIA'S
Iranian yellow ribbon campaign in
1 979 and19 8 0. But the expected media
coverage of the Red Ribbon Campaign
was not there. "The media considered
it old news and that is the reason for no
coverage," she said. "Isn't that a
crying shame?
"These men disappeared without
knowing what's happening in this
country. Imagine there are men there
who left wive8 and little babies who are
all grown up now," she said, adding
that there are families who cannot go
on with their lives because they have no
idea whether or not their loved ones are
alive or not.
.
M acDonald said of the 2 , 500 PO\Vs
and MIAs still on the tropical island,
1 06 are fr om I lllin ois . "I kn ow some of
the m are alive and Han oi is usin g the m
for r ansom . "
Last f all, MacD onald s tar ted her
own campaign to aler t the public about
the POW-MI As . She sent letters to

s t a t i on s ,
te le v i s i on
p o l i t i c i an s,
ne wspapers, President Re agan, VFW
and American Le gion posts and to the
ambassador s in Han oi.

·

·

She did not ask for any money from
these people, but for people to put the
slogan "POWMIA Bring 'em Home
Alive In '85" on their envelopes. ·
"I can't believe people g o t o sleep at
night without thinking. about it-I
don't want them to go to bed without
thinking about it,'' she said.
"We need masses and masses of
people to help," MacDonald said. She
that writing letters to
added
congressmen and the President is
effective but noted the worst thing to
do is start a petition.
One piece of paper with several
names on it is not effective, she said,
but a lot of letters make s a big
state ment . "I t is a for m of lobbyin g . "
With the Un ited N ation s in se ssion

this month, she said that if people
would send en ough le tters, it could
force the U .N . to demand that H an oi
officially re cogn ize an� re lease the
POW-MIA's imme diately .
"I f people would just sen d one letter
a wee k to a congre ssman it would on ly
cost them 22 cen ts a week, but could
make all the differ ence . ' ' she said.

"'"l

MacDonald

Final selections made for Eastern's new show choir

By PAMELA LILL

Activities editor

Final selection s have been made for Eastern ' s new
mus ical gf oup , the Show Choir .
Over 50 studen ts t urne d out for the preliminary
audit ions last Wednesday, Show Choir D irector
Robert H ills said .
E ight st uden ts fr om each section, excluding the
bass sect i o n , were called back for the se cond n ight

auditions . Five studen ts auditioned for the bass
sect ion, and they all were called back for the second
night audition s .
After the. se cond round of auditions, a final cut
was made to six studen ts for each section, Hills said.
Th e bass se ction stand s at only three students, and
H ills said he is still holding auditions for interested
students .
"H ope fully the se ct i on

the wee k, "

Hills said .

will be filled by the end of
The show choir will be

repre sen ting the un iver sity, and " i t ' s got to be
quality , " he said .
Se lected studen ts are G in a Br own, Connie
Checkley, Karyn Cornwell, Charlean H ines, Kim
Peter son and Gre tchen Rutten as sopranos and Be th
Darne ll, Kathy Gravitt, Patty Laley, J odi Matthis,
Ke lly
W ade
and
fe male
alternate Monique
Wassenaar as altos .
Dere k Alexander, Brian Downen, G ary Lenz,
C hr is Rile y, D arren Tuggle and Je ff Wade were
chosen as tenors. S te ve Donart, Roy Hanks and Phil
Michales were picked as basse s .

Hills said he was "amazed" at the auditions'
turnouts.
"i'm just thrilled with the quality of the people
who auditioned," he said.
The students had good voices, came prepared and
had stage presence, Hills said .
Show Choir members will receive one hour of

of Ed. Psych. & Guidance

Wednesday Noon, Sepl 11

Greenup Room - Union
SpoMOted b1 U.. Coflnaellltf Centw

8-12

Import Night

St. Pauli Girl Lt., Dk.
Nordiac Wolf Light

$1.25

Priz es • Shirts • Mirrors & more

" so me thin g for almost e very age ."
The group is look in g for a new.name,

show choir formerly in existence
kn own as "T he C o lle gians ."

Hills said. A
at Eastern was

Hills said he was open to suggestions for a new
decision has been made yet.
lot of plans haven't been made, the
group should start performing toward the end o(
October, Hills said, adding that the group does have
some scheduled performances in November.
In addition to their performance schedule, Hills
said the choir will hold clinics with high school
gr oups and their directors. There will be "a lot of
education involved,'' he said .

name, but no
T h ough a

Drafts 25'

�f:1E�!�;m
1405 4th St.

Tonight

pop and old standards, Hills said. There will be

TONIGHT!
Special
Quarter Beer Night

Life Skills Seminar
"Making Contact"
Dr. Melanie Rawlins

Dept.

credit for the se mester, H i ll s said, and would be
required to re hearse five to six hour s a week .
The gr oup will be perf or ming a combin ation of

�'
·

·

MALE and FEMALE
Models
needed/or

Fall, Fitness
and

Fashion Guide
No experience
necessary, but
it is welcom�

.

.

.

Call Pam Lill or
Doug Backstrom at 581-2812
Deadline Thursday; 9I1.2/85
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and more !
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,
S P EA K E R S , G R A P H I C
EQUALIZERS

SATELLITE TV S Y S T E M S
r--

lotCllllW��E �"
I

-

TOSHIBA
Pana&oni

ATARI

. SANY�

Jensen

BLANK T Ae.Es , TELEPHONES, WALK
PLUS H U NDREDS M O R E ITEMS!

Values to

$40000

BRANO NEW.

and

cames the following warranties:
'
1 . Manufacturers factory warranty

2 Service available al many local
w rranty centers . List available at time of

a

sale.
3.

STEREO FURN ITU R E , HOUSEWARES
MANS, TOOLS, BRASS, OCCASI ONAL TABLE S ,

non

All merchandise 1s

PO RTA B L E STE R EOS,

STEREO LIOUIOA TORS ow n warranty
TOLL-FREE number to call and a

with a

taff of experts available to assist you .
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eachers.
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� Dozen
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sanctions but in the signal: The largest
non-communist country in the world is
taking action instead of just making
words.
"The people don't want to be
isolated, they want to keep economic
ties," he said adding that the sanc
tions'
main
effect
will
be
psychological.
However, political science instructou
Joe Connelly said Reagan's santions
are "a step in the right direction."
Although he said Reagan gave in to
public opinion and pressure when
making the sanctions, he added that
more countries need to follow to make
the rules "felt."
"The sanctions make jt more dif
ficult to obtain the information but if
they want to find it, they will,'' he said.
"It will be more of a challange to find
the things we took away. "

BELL ' S
FlOWER CORNER
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s 1 2 °0 wrapped
Sweethearts
s 5oo wrapped'
(cash & carry)

FRE E 3 " Plant
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I
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.........,.....
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playing music
from our n e w

sound system
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I
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,. ·

1

Block North of Old Main

EI U ' s Complete
SPO RTS STO R E

-

Mon. - Sat . 9 a. m . 8 p . m .
Sun . 1 2 5

-

Eas t er n Jacket s

One block
·
North of Lincoln

Your largest selection
in the entire area.

1 0 % O FF

Jacket with this ad today only .

•
•

•

3 pieces chicken, mashed potatoes
and gravy, biscuits, and coleslaw

•

s1 ao

2 pieces chicken, mashed potatoes
and gravy, biscuits, and col eslaw
Refills on
drinks only

25¢
Also Servi ng Breakfast
5 a.m.-1 1 a.m.
7 days a week
·

345-6424

we beat
the competition
at $ 4 0· 9 5
Now we 're
cutting 1 0 %
more

-------

TUESDAY'S SPECIAL:

1 305 Linco l n

TED ' S

EASTERN STU D E N T. N I TE

1 205 3rd St. • 345-7530
"-·

tified, said banning imports of
Krugerrands was the only penalty t hat
marked a genuine change in existing
policy.
As recently as Friday Reagan
contended that his policy of trying t o
work with the South African govern
ment without punishing it was ' ' the
only thing that's shown any signs of
improvement in the whole situati o n . "
And Reagan said then there has been
"great improve1Pents over what has
existed before . "

Pan th e r Sport Shoppe

Debbie Jones Warman (stylist) . . . ,

OlllOU$ /lecipe

· O PEN
? days
a week

·

from page 1

�Coach
� Eddy's

$5 . 00 per session , $33 . 00 for 7 sessions

• Perms - $31 . 50
• Hairshaping & Blo w dry
(hairshaping)
G irls $ 1 1 . 50
• Hairsh aping only $ 7. 00
G uys $9. 50

)�4'.

______

Reagan's executive order \VOn't have a
substantial impact on the South
African government or economy,
administrative officals said.
"There are prohibitions on sales of
computers; there are prohibitions on
sale of nuclear materials since South
Africa has not signed the nuclear
nonproliferation treaty," Secretary of
State George P. Shultz said.
Another seni or administration
official, briefing reporters at the White
House on condition he not be iden-

1

TAN N I N G B E D S

(.�

as long as we allow the information to
be sold, they wiil be able to get it. "
"The sanctions will have some
modest impact, but not substantial, "
Fahy said . "It will just increase the
cost of getting what they need.''

' --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - �

keep your tan w ith o u r Kia/s u n

/ ��

Sa nctions

from page 1

I Show a n Eastern l. D. for N O C O VER Ton ite I
1 50¢ Schnaaps from 8- 1 0
75¢ Schnaaps from 1 0- 11

The G o lden C o mb

.

Economics instructor Paul Fahy also
said the South African government will
"be able to get around Reagan's
santions."
"They might not be able to get the
information directly,'' he added, ' 'but,

�

1 335 M onroe -"'c:!)
345_39 1 9
.cw�:"·

•

1-

��������-

forced to put on stronger sanctions
ey were likely to suggest.''
"Reagan is all manner, not matter,"
e added.
Political science instructor John
aust said he also believes Reagan
created the sanctions because he was
11afraid" if he vetoed stronger Senate
'ons, it would be overruled.
"Having his veto overruled would
cause embarassment to the Republican
embers of the House," he said. "But
he may succeed in trying to hide the
ference in their views."
Faust added that he believes the
sanctions will have psychological
impact because the United States has
:historically supported the South
African government.
"They will just have to go elsewhere
for some things, " he added. "The
significance is not specifically in the

j;t�
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5 a. m .
8 p. m .
Dai ly
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ln·s urance options available

By DINO TIBERI

Statt wrtter

Several options . are available on
Eastern's student accident and sickness
insurance plan, including a possible
refund of insurance fees.
Eastern's insurance clerk Joyce
Cinq-Mars said students who show
that they or their family's insurance
policy covering sickness and accidents
is comparable or better than Eastern's
can receive a refund of a $32.2S fee.
The $32.2S insurance fee is included
in the $ 1 96.9S general fees full-time
students pay each semester, she said.
To receive a refund, students must
present petitions requesting a refund
and a copy of their company's insurance policy,
Cinq-Mars said.
Petitions are available from the student
health insurance office located in the
east wing of the 'student Services
Building. The last day to file petitions
is Wednesday.
Cinq-Mars said if a student receives
a health insurance refund, it does not
affect their use of the pharmacy and
Health Services because they are ineluded on a separate policy.
"There are approximately SSO
requests for the refund each, semester,"
-,-

·

·

·

- - - - - - - - - - -

$1 . 69

2

2-PIECE
MEA L

pteces o f chicken ( Or1gmal Recipe or

she added. Students need to fill out
new forms each semester and make any
necessary changes in the policies on file
to keep. them updated, Cinq-Mars said.
Eastern provides a 24-hour coverage
insurance for students attending
college full time. However, Cinq-Mars
said part-time students who have a
minimum of 9 hours but not more than
1 1 can buy the insurance from Student
Health Insurance.
Part-time students wishing to
purchase insurance must pay a $32.2S
fee due Wednesday at the cashier's
window of the Business Office, she
said.
In addition, students who have
dependents may
also purchase
coverage for dependents through
Student Health Insurance, Cinq-Mars
said.
She added that applications and
payments must be made by 3 :30 p.m.
Wednesday in the cashier's window of
the Business Office.
The fee for spouse coverage · is $45
per semester and $36 for each child per
semester. However, this insurance does
not allow the dependents to use the
Health Service or the pharmacy, Cinq
Mars said.

- - - - - - - - - - -

$ 1 .69
2-PIECE
MEAL
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2 pieces of chicken (Ongmal Recipe or
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Union Happy Hour
Wednesday, September 1 1

Building Specials

* FREE Check Cashing

6 p . m . - 10 p . m .

* FREE Candy
6 p . m . - 10 p . m .
with purchase of a medium popcorn
at the Sugar Shack .
* FREE Coffee ·& Tea
at the Club Car .

6 p . m . - 10 p . m .

* FREE Parking
6 p . m . - 10 p . m .
with $2 . 00 minimum purchase
in the Union .
* HALF PRICE Bowling 6 p . m . - 1 0 p . m .
and free shoes .
* HALF PRICE Billiards . 6 p . m . - 1 0 p . m .
* ·F REE Pen or Pencil
from the Bookstore .

6 p . m . - 10 p . m .

Good on combtnahon white/dark orders
only Custom8f pays all
• I»
apphcabte sales tax
H'..�
Expires 9 - 1 3 · 8 5

Thie

good

cou pon
only •I KFC
1tore In
Cherl•lon.
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Yong Duk Choi
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\

- Spaghetti Special

$2.90/

F eeds u p to 4

Martial A rts
Demonstration
Wednesday, September
Bookstore Lounge

11
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Wednesday,
September 1 1
6- 1 0 p . m.

' 'Make Your Own
Button' '
Find your best bargain s in

The Daily Eastern Ne ws classifieds !

Bridge Lounge

· FREE ! I-==::

Tuesday , September 1 0 ,
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to the board, " he said. "The sibility for running their universities . .
and balances that exist today
" I think the amendments , as they
are now structured, go as far as you
lessened.
president will give up some can in language to ensure that would
and the board will give up some , not happen, " Layzell said.
," Bufalino added.
Layzell said he believes board
ever, BOG Executive Director members will eventually adopt the
Layzell said he believes the system . "I think there is a clear in
tion will make the system dication they are going to move in that
cohesive and unified, which direction, " he said .
Despite his concerns about the
it more effective in dealing with
groups like the General proposed reorganization, Bufalino also
ty.
said the new system will be adopted.
chancellor is clearly identified " I f the board voted on it today, it
chief spokesperson for the would have been adopted, " he said.
" he· said. "That, in itself, will "The votes were there. "
promote some unity . ' '
" Right now, I ' m not really con
1 1 did not speculate as to vinced it's the best way to go, but the
he would be named chancellor majority rules and if that is what the
reorganization is approved . majority wants, that is what the
's up to the board, " he said.
majority gets, " he said.
has expresed
ough Rives
In other action, the board approved
that the presidents could lose several purchase requests
from
autonomy, Layzell said the Eastern. They include:
ts will retain chief respon•A $42,890 request to remove and

page 1
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the first year and a 1 2 percent
the second year.
ins said the teachers considered
rd's proposal a "buy off-take
d forget about everything else,
sroom size . "
e're hoping t o show the board we
ry firm i n our belief that the
rs want the salary increase, " she
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234-7 1 4 1
2 0 1 Richmond E .
(West Wal-Mart, Mattoon)

J federal mediator is once again

le.

�

MltWJJ!illia

Make Your
Talen ts
Kno wn

Tropica l
Ta n n i ng Spa

ever , board president John Rigg
onday the board ' s position still
ns firm, adding that " since we
till technically in mediation , "
will b e n o further negotiations

· - - - -

from page 1

replace 1 4,900 square feet of roofing
and flashing on the original portion of
the Martin Luther King Jr. , University
Union Building
•A $70,947 request for data
processing equipment. The terminals
and printers will be used to replace
outdated Harris equipment and for
student use.
•A $ 1 4,045 request to -print 3 5 ,000
copies of "Admissions Viewpoint, " a
book which is the primary recruitment
tool for the Admissions Office.
•A $9, 1 28.48 request for a 1 986
Chevrolet van, which will be used to
carry plumbing tools and parts .
•A $ 1 1 ,448.36 request for office
equipment to be used in a new faculty
offices which have been constructed in
Blair Hall for the College of Business.
•A $39,700 request to replace the
existing condensate receiver tank at the
Heat Plant.
•A $30,238. 80 request for computer,
Software License and, Support.

·

rleston_trom

! 98 5
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SPECIAL
14' ' pizza

Oct. 31 , 1 985
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FREE qt. of COKE
For deliveries only

Q

$ 7 . 45 w/coupon
$ 9 . 45 w/out
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with 2 ingredients
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� ADD UCCI'S
Pizza

Wednesday, Sept. 1 1
1-1 0 p. m.

Comedy, Live Band, Nachos
and Y2 _price drinks . . .
Who could ask for more ?

7 1 6 Jackson , East ot Square

-\he

Open 4 p . m . 345-9 1 4 1 . 345- 9393
t coupon per pizza

SPECIA L

HORSEBACK
RI D I N G
s 5 oo per hour

1 - 2 6 8-3 7 1 7
1 m i . South of
Arcola on Rt. 4 5 ,

.
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3 mi . West
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Budweiser Nite

FREE !

B u dw e i se r
T s hi rts
with each 2
pitche rs ordered .
-

All day
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All night

ste v(:.

.
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T he Steve & Leo S how
Chicago-ba sed, outrageous ly.
funny comedy duo.
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The Subway' s famous
drinks will be % ptice
thro ugho u t the e vening

The Beat F a ctory
Popular Ne w band
will play your fa vorite
.
curren t hits.
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Nacho Platter!
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open the Su bway i n a ·
ribbon -cutti ng cerem ony .
Don 't Miss the A ction!

··

·

·

·
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Com i n g Th u rsday : The .Daily Easte·rn Ne ws
.

Fa l l SP-Orts G u ide
Complete team ro ste rs ,
...

.

schedule s, season outlooks
and coaches comments

for all of Eastern 's
ln�ercollegiate Fall Sports !

. . - . . ...

Tuesday, September

1 0 , 1 985

11

,-

. .

We're giving you
one more chance
to get your mug
in the .

986 Warbler!

-

NO APPOINTMENT
is needed Wednesday ·
to have your picture taken!
Just walk in to the Union
helby uille or S u llivan Rooms
with a $4 sitting fee
and you 're in the book!

Don't miss your
LAST. CHANCE!

/
..,,'-"

=

---.::»

---

Report errora Immediately at 511·211 2. A
wlll appee r In the next edition . Un ....
can.not be reaponalble for an lncorr9Ct ad attar
lnurtlon. l>Mdlln• 2 p.m. pr9'1oua day.

September 1 0, 1 98 5

11

�uesday ' s

•

Dig-est

TV

�

2, 1 5'df fortune
3-PM Magazine
9 Baseball : Cuba at Pitt·

3- Barnaby Jones
9-Superfrlellda
1 �very Second CcM'lts
1 7-HoUr Magazine
3&-Trwuor Z
3:0S p.m.

5-Fllntstonea

7:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

�. 1 �A·Team

2-Charlle's Angels
1 �Heathcffff
1 0-Fat Albert
38-lnspector Gadget

3-Hart To Hart
9-Leave it to Beaver
1 0--Dukes of Hazzard
1 2-Sesame Street
1 �Diffrent Strokes
1 7-Every Second Counts
38-1 Dream of Jeannie

as 'The Gambler-'The Ad
venture Continues." The
adventure concludeS almid
ambushes , couble crosses '
and shoot-outs as Hawkes
(Rogers) and posse pursue
McCourt (Mitchell Ryan) and
gang to . a showdown .
(Repeat)
1 2-Nova
1 7-High on the Job
38-Who's the Boss?

�Leave it to Beaver

�Between Garnes

3:35 p.m.

� Bunch
4:00 p.m.

7:05 p.m.

4:05 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

7:35 'p.m.

2-Happy Days
9-Laverne & Shir1ey
1 �effersons
1 7-WKRP In Cincinnati
38-Gomer Pyle , USMC

5-Basebal l
·

2, 1 5-Riptide
1 2-My Heart , Your Heart
1 7 ,3&-Moonl ighting
9:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

. 2 . 1 �ngton Steele
.
3, 1 0-:-West 57th
1 o; 1 5-Billy Graham Crusade
1 2-Strokes of Genius
1 7 ,38-ute•s Most Em
barraSSing Moments

2, 1 5-Jeopardyl

3-Newscope

9-Good Times
1 � 18 Rlght
1 7...:.People'a Court
12 -Reading RainboV(
3&-Let's Make a Deal

9:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News
9-Arehie Bunker's Place
1 2-Nlghtly Business Report
3&-Andy Griffith
1:00 p.m.

2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News
9-Private Benjsnln
1 2-MacNeil , Lehrer
Newshour
3&-Bevertv HlllJilles
•

ACROSS

1 Prime-t ime
fa re

1 1 Soft masses
15 Shelve
1 6 Word heard
topside

17 Non compos

men tis
1 8 Plant or
animal part
19 Asian weight
20 Make ready,
for short
21 Ca lendar abbr.
22 Ways : Abbr.
23 U nsea l ,
poetically
24 Spell
27 Suffix for
Roman
29 Virginia
wil low
30 Robert of
" Q uincy"
3 1 S a yin g
33 Gas : Comb
form
34 Art cult
37 Fabulous flier
38 Wave : Fr.
39 N igerian
people
40 I nventor of
a glass
harmonica
44 Pa renta l
pal i ndrome
45 Rough
46 Place near
Harrisburg,
Pa .
49 Pa per- fol d i n g
a rt
51 " Gang a-gley "
52 Rept i l e
5 4 Ocean rout e
5 5 Prehistoric·
t ool
57 Rey ' s edi c t

1:00 p.m.

9-News

1 0:00 p.m;

2 , 3 , 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News
9-INN NeWs
1 2-Doctor Who
as...:.Twilight Zone
1 0:05 p.m.

5-High Chapsral

1 0:30 p.m.

2 ,.1 �Toiiight
3-MASH

...

58 fi:d·uu';, u...:. i n
59 Diagnostic aid
6 1 Track of an
animal
62 Ecologist 's
concern
63 Layers
64 Short stories
akin to fables
DOWN
1 Broaches
2 Robber
3 Fairy-tal e
figure
4 Authentic
5 Add up
6 Little piece
7 Something to
do

Crossword

�Tonight
1 1 :00 p.m.

3-Hawali Flve-0
1 7,38-Nlghtllne

.

!, 1 o-Movle: " Kenny Rogers

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

1 o-Magnum , P.I.
1 2-Latenlght America

burgh
1 o--Newlywed Game
1 7-Three's Company
3&-Enterlalnment Tonight

1 1 :30 p.m.
·

2, 1 �Late Night With David
Letterman
9-Movle: "Fanny. " ( 1 96 1 (
Joshua Logan's delightful
nonmusical version of the
sentimental Marcel Pagnol
story about Marseilles life.
Leslie Caron, Maurice
Chevalier, Charles Boyer.
1 7-Barney Miller

l

1 1 :40 p.m.

1 0-McCloud
Midnight

3-More Real People
1 rl-News
38-Ji mmy Swaggart

·

1 2:!)5 p.m.

�Movie: "The Proud and
the Profane. " ( 1 956) The
stormy World War II romance
of a marine colonel (William
"folden) and a Red Cross
Worker (Deborah Kerr) on
New Caledonia.
1 2:30 e . m.

2 , 3-News

1 2:35 e.m.

�Movie: "The Bu ccaneer . "
( 1 958) Acot Anthony Quinn
directed this saga of pirate
Jean Lafitte's role in the W.
of 1 8 1 2 . Yul Brynner ,
Charlton Heston.
, 2:00 e.m.

9-1� N4tWs
·

•

2:30 &.m.

9-...:Movl'e : "Eagles Attack at
Dawn . " ( 1 974) Location
filming enhances this story of
the Arab-Israeli conflict. Rick
� • .Peter Brown.

8 Supe r io r
9 B road comedy
1 0 End : Comb.
form
1 1 Dross
12 Of a northern
people
13 Spotted
14 Castle locale
23 Aloud
25 Sawbuck
26 Roofing slate
28 I n the capacity
of
29 Substance used
in perfumes ·
32 Destroy
34 Destroy
35 Charming
36 Supreme
authority

resume
Professional
typeset
or
packag e s :
typewritten , quality papers , big
selection , excelent aervlce
PATTON QUIK PRINT, West
Park Plaza, 345-633 1 .
00
D.J.-For all occaaslona .
Rates negotiable . Much ex·
patience . Briai 58 1 ·209 1 .
9/ 1 6
D:
Babyalt
:>::::itti:=-tlng ,--;A
uft0:91=
m::
IOOl
:;:_;:
l8 : and
evenings In your home . Lots of
experience . Call Tammy 348·
7873.
9/ 1 0
.

·�

1:30 p.m.

3.-00 p.m.

•

AServices Offered

38 Lennon 's
40
41
42
43
47
48

50
51
53

56

57
59

60

widow
I talian t i t l e
Tafia
Radical
Abbr. in
banking
Bay tree
Looking
fixedly
Romc.ntic
adventure
stories
Moro and Ray
Fruits·
Bombeck
Turkish chief
Fiacre
Eliminate the
alternatives

____

If

Help Wanted

Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center has an lmmedl ate
opening for a part-time medical
transcription ist
involving
weekend scheduling. Previous
experience in medical tran·
scription
is
req u i r e d .
Knowledge of medical ter
minology and typing their
resume to or complete an
application at: Department of
Human
Resources,
Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center,
P.O. Box 372, Mattoon, I L
6 1 938 . SBLHC i s a n equal
opportunity employer.
9./ 1 1
Babysitte r :
Full
time ,
weekdays in our home . Call
after 4:30. 345-9294.
9/ 1 1
Delivery people needed.
Must have car and proof of
insurance. Apply in person
Tues.-Frl . between 2 & 4p.m.
at Jimmy John's 1 4 1 7 4th St.
Charleston.
9/ 1 3
____

____

______

'7

Wanted

Need Ride to U of I or
Parkland Jr. College. Leave
Sept. 1 3 after 4 and return
Sunday 1 5. Wiii pay for gas .
- Call Greg at 2493
9/ 1 1
____

A
Roonunates
� ..
__
_

i::ema1e Roommate to share
bedroom
apartment.
1
Youngstowne. Phone 348·
0775.
9/1 3
Urgent: 1 female roommate
needed at 1 60 1 9th St.
1 35/month.
Must see to
Believe! Call 345·9253.
9/ 1 3
______

______

fi

For Rem

D e s p e rately
seeking
sublaaaer for Fall Semester
only.
Youngstowne Apta.
Phone 345-3675.
9/ 1 1
furnished
2
Bedroom
apartment. Water and trash
paid . 1 629 Jackaon 345·
945 1 .
9/ 1 2
Large 3 bedroom fumlahed
apartment . Washer. dryer . 3
students only. 1 0 1 5 Jackaon
$300 . Call 345-7 1 7 1 .
..,:00
______

.

______

.

_
_
_
__
_
_
_

fi

For Rem

Rooms for Women
seventh . 345-3845.

1 41 5

9/ 1 6
three t>ec:room
fumlahed apartments near
eqare . CaH 345·7 1 7 1 .
-::--,--------00
Private rooms for students
$ 1 38.
5-7 1 7 1 .
00
ONE MONTH FREE RENT.
Carlyle Apartments. Two
bedroom , furnished and un
furnished, for two or three
people 1 305 1 8th and 947
4th St. Call 348·7746.
and

Two

:;:4
.

-=---,-,-----�oo
Town House . 2,3, or 4
people . $ 1 45/person . . 345·
6 1 1 5.
__
__9./24
Microwave oven rental. $ 1 5
per month. Carlyle Interiors,
West Rt. 1 6 . Phone 345·
7746.
____oo
___
Mini-storage rental, $25 per
month. Carlyle Interiors, West
Rt. 1 6 . Phone 345· 77 46 .
_______ oo
BU DGET PRICED FUR
NISHED APARTMENT. Three
rooms ,
shower/bath,
storeroom, men . Need man
Bpartment partner.
----=--...,--..,------9/20
One- bedroom
furnished
apartment near campus. Low
utility •. bills. For more in
formation, call 543-2 408 .
____ 9/ 1 3
For Rent-1 bedroom & 4
bedroom furnished apartments
available immediately. Also,
sleeping rooms for males . Call
Leland Hall Real Estate 345·
7023.
_______ oo
Furnished upstairs for rent. 1
or 2 persons . Csble, phone,
water. laundry and private bath
furnished. Phone 348- 1 766.
______ 9/ 1 1
Female subleaser needed for
apartment close to campus.
OWN ROOM,
microwave ,
pool , laundry, clean, 1 nice
roommate. $1 50 per month.
Call Elinor 58 1 -2327.
, - --9/ 1 0
------,---,Wanted: Sublessor for one
Bedroom Apartment. Spring
Semester Only. Call Marty at
348-583 1 .
____9/20
__
REGENCY
APARTMENTS
2nd semester housing. Call
Regency Apart ments for
SURPRISE details. 345· 9 1 05.
Mon. · Fri . 9-5, Sat. 1 0·4.
_______ 1 2/ 1 6
Two and Three • bedroom
apartments and houses.
RENTAL SERVICES 345·
31 00 .
____9/20
__
AVAILABLE
NOW
2
bedroom apartments for 2. 3 or
4 people. Call Regency
Apartments for details. 345·
9 1 05. Mon. ·Frl. 9·5, Sat. 1 04.
_,_______ 1 2/ 1 2
W a n ted
I m m e d i ate l y :
Subleaaor for Apt.
509
· Youngatowne . Own bedroom ,
microwave , nice . 2 months
rent tree. Call 345-2520 or
345-2383.
______9/ 1 1
MALE ROOMMATES FOR 4
BDRM
HOME.
$ 1 1 0/MO.
348- 1 6 1 4.
____9/20
__

SINGLE
ROOM ,
$ 1 00.00 per mo.
ulllltlee, phone , and
use . Close to canpus .
766 1 .

Dorm Cspet, $20 to
Carlyle Interiors, West
1 6 . Phone 345·7746 .

1 9" Zenith color TV w
Good picture. Asking S
345·6539.

Grand Safari Station
Good Condition . One
Needs paint touch up.
Ph. 348·0456 .
Two 250 watt Y
speakers. $500"" or
offer. 348-7504 or
757 1 , Paul.
Bicycle: Austrodainler
speed.
27'' wheels,
frame. Like new. $2
348-8373

SIMPSON MODEL 32
face helmet. Black, size:
mo. 's old. $ 1 40 . Phone
1 51 8.
DP GYMPAC 1 000 e
and weight machine. Ell
Condition . $ 1 25. TR
3026 after 1 2 Noon.
849-3732.
For Sale : Clothes Dry•
6·24" Bar stools $30
Humidifier $30. 345·227
1 3 incn B&W TV.
cond. 2 yrs.· .old. $55 or
offer. Call Kathy 58 1 -277
1 976 KAWASAKI Kl
EXCE LLENT
CONDI
LOW MILEAGE, $450.
345-7863.
Kitchen Table 48"
Wood Finish Good
$40 or Best Offer . 348After 4.

Angel CELLO.
condition like new.
$600. Asking $400 «
offer. Call Sung 348-077

1 983 KAWASAKI GP2
2000 miles,
EXCE
CONDITION. $1 , 1 00 or
offer. Must 881! 348-55

SEVIUE
TABLE
MA
TYPEWRITER VERY
USED. $85. 00. 345·9
•

-campus clips
Red Crou wll hold a meeting at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept . 1 0 In the. University Union
Charleston-Mattoon room . Meeting Is for all
student volunteers who wait to help out with the
Blood Drive.
The CounMilng Center Life Sklls Seminar
will be held at Noon Tuesday, Sept 1 0 In the
Unlveralty . Union Greenup Room . "Making
Contact, Saying Hello l " present by Dr. Melanie
Rawlins of the Department of Ed Psych &
Guidlince .
Phi Gemme Nu wlH hold rush at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 1 0 In Phipps Lecture Hall . All
members should be there at 5: 1 5 .
Collegiate Bualneee Women will hold their
first meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 1 0 In Blair
Hall room 307 . All business majors and minors
are welcome .
EIU Ge.......,. wll meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
.

e 1 3 for answers

Sept 1 0 In the Union Welt<way.
.

C.inpue Cllpa are publl8hed dally,

charge, as a public aervlce to the awnpue.
should be submitted to The Delly Eaatem
office by noon one bualneaa dey belore
be published (or date of event).
should Include event, nmne of
organization (spelled out - no Greek
abbreviations ), date, time and place d
plus any other pertinent Information .
phone number of submitter must be
Cllpa containing conflicting or
formation wll not be run if submitter
contacted. Clips wll be edited for
available. Cllpa submitted after noon d
day cannot be guaranteed publication .
be run one day only for any event. No
be taken by phone.

Tuesday '_
s

...;.;... -----:--------------------i1.
�} I ,,

_
_
_
____

Classi fied ads
<J}

Need a DARKROOM? The
Craft Depot has an OPEN LAB
Darkroom for you ( $ 1 , 00 hr. )
Come in or call: 58 1 -36 1 8 .
9/ 1 1
MARY KAY COSMETICS:
Back To School Specials, Call
Karen at 348-5584
9,3
Ann Spoden: V'tl:LCOME
BACK! Looki ng forward to an
excellent year. Love your Phi
Sig secret sis.
-=--------=-9
. /1 0
TAYLOR HALL Tonight is
your night. Sign up for your
1 986 Warbler portrait tonight.
9./1 0
It starts tonlte! Phi Gamma
Nu rush! 5 : 30p. m . at Phipps!
Be There!
9/ 1 O
_
___ tion
-al1 fltn
-ess
-"""'tana
_tics
.
Atten
AEROBIC classes will start
September 24 in the Gallery!
Sign up Sept. 1 3-23 in the
for
U n io n .
$ 1 5 , 00
12
sessions . Any questions - call
Annie 345- 7 587 .
9/ 1 0
EXPERIENCE IT. . . . . . THE
ANNUAL IFC BUS TOUR TO
ALL FRATERNITY HOUSES
WILL
BE
TONIGHT AT
7 : 00p. m . SIGN UP IN THE
WALKWAY TODAY FROM
9A. M . -2P. M .
ALL
IN·
TERESTED
MEN
ARE
WELCOME.
9/ 1 0
-N EE
_D
_T_O_M
_E
_ET
=-P-E-=OPLE?
YOU
HELP
NEED
TO
CAREER? Then join the
NUMBER ONE Business Frat ·
Phi Gamma Nu · 5 : 30p. m .
tonite i n Phipps Lecture Hall .
9/ 1 0
Holy cow - Two years?
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
DAWN!
Another mystery
dinner tonight ; i can't wa it .
Have a great day. . . I love

Good used furniture, Area's
largest selection. Eight miles
East of Charleston on Rt. 1 6 .
hey Furniture and Appliance. 349-8822.
9/ 1 2
ATTENTION Students: Sign
up now for USA Today. For
info call Stan, 345-9662 .
9/ 1 5
PHI GAMMA NU Is number
one in Business! First Rush ·
Tuesday Sept. 1 0th, 5 :30
p,m. ii'! Phipps.
9/ 1 0
l.ambdl'
are
Great\
9/ 1 1
Phi Gamma Nu Rush Sept.
1 Oth ,
5 : 30p , m . ,
P h i pps
Lecture Hall. Come check us
out!
-�------9/ 1 o
Don't mlSS me run. t1egis1er
now for the Craft Workshops at
the Craft Depot. Come in or
call: 58 1 -36 1 8.
9/1 0, 1 2
EILEEN DONLAN and the
rest of the PHI SIGS that
helped with the banner. Great
Job! ! A ' PHI SIG THANKS!
LaRon
--------,--91 1 0
Kleptos: Let's make our
Senior Year the best ever.
Sigma Kappa Love, Gretchen.
91 1 0
SUSAN HERR: Carman Staff
loves you! Have a GREAT Day!
9/1 0
--Pl
SIGMA
D E LTA
RECRUITMENT FUNCTION
" M EET T H E C H APTE R "
TONIGHT A T 7 : 00P . M . I N
UNION BALLROOM.
9/ 1 0
GAMS
:c--=:
-:--A
..LP H
..,.=-=
E-A
H--=
T: .-.
SE._
K,,_,
Pl_
had a great time Friday. We'll
party Hawaiian anytime!
9/ 1 O
Tourney
Softball
Stroh's
Sept. 1 4 & 1 5 : Entry Fee $50
and 1 ba ll. Kegs & trophies for
·

- · ··

______

____

______

•

"�i'CE\..guys
C A"

_______

•

9
. /1 0
�:--:-'.:--�-:& blue backpack
Socioloby and
books . 58 1 ·
to Taylor Hall or
News, Reward.
-.:---:---..,-9/ 1 0
, please pick up
ID at the Eastern

_______

______

______

____

______

______

you!. . . Jim.

9/ 1 O
DAVE ROMANO :
Happy
2 1 st! ! Hope you have a fantastic birthday! Love, Claudia.
______

9/ 1 0
Make money through the
classified ads.
.
h-00

A nnouncements

.

·top 3 teams. For information
call Darrin at 345-62 1 2 or
Harold at 345-56 7 7 .
, __ 9 1 1 2
.

<l

Report errors lmmedlately at 581 -281 2. A correct ad
wlll appNr In the next edition. Unless notified, we
cannot be reaponalble for .n Incorrect ad_after Its first
Insertion. DNdllne 2 p.m. prevlot,ia day.

�--�

A nnouncements

Organizational
ASPA
Meeting Tues.
Sept.
10
7 :00p. m . in CH 3 1 8 . All in
tere'sted IT!lors welcome: Also
e action of officers will De held.
9/ 1 0
What do John Belushi, Ed
Asner, Shelley Long, and Dan
Ackroyd all have in common?
??7m ???? , Wednesday, Sept.
1 1 , tp.m. ,. . Grand Ballroom.
FREE ! !
9./1 1
Want to make Floor Buttons?
Make your own Button at the
Union Happy Hour! ! Wed·
nesday, September 1 1 , Bridge
Lounge. FREE ! !
-------�9 /1 1
Brynn
Homel :
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY! Alpha Phi Love,
Kim and Shelly.
9/1 0
JANET BAILEY: Welcome to
EIU! We're so glad to have you
with us this waek You're a
special sister and have been a
big help to all of us. Love, Your
Delta Zeta sisters.
9/1 0
GREEK is it. . . . SIGN UP FOR
THE FRATERNITY BUS TOUR
TODAY . THE BUS LEAVES AT
7 : 00P . M . SIGN UPS WILL BE
FROM 9A. M . -2 P . M . IN THE
WALKWAY.
------ 91 1 0
ROMANO
Dude. . . get
ready for a B-Day to remember
______

______

______

·

(or try to remember). Air
maisch is ready and waiting.
ARE YOU?
______ 9 1 1 0
DEBBIE DRAMM Surprise!
You do have a secret sister.
PHI SIGMA love.
______ 91 1 0
Beth Wong - Happy Birthday
to my best friend and favorite
roommate! Love ya ! Tami .
______ 91 1 0
HAPPY
2 1 st
KATHY
Brunner .
Let's
celebrate! !
Love, Julie and Jill.
------ -91 1 0
,....-We've got Alpha Phi-ver! and
we're ready to beat EIU ! !
9/ 1 0

<)

A nnoWlcem ents

CONGRATULATIONS Patsy
Hoskins on making the tennis
team. your Phi Sigma Sigma
sisters are very proud of you.
----�
-- / 1 0
EIU SHUOO-KAN KARATE
CLUB MEETING MONDAYS
AND WEDNESDAYS 3 : 00
MCAFEE STAGE STUDENT
MEMBERSHIP $ 1 0.00 PER
SEMESTER.
9/1 0
American
M arketi n g
Association membership drive
in the Union Walkway Aug. 30Sept. 1 3, 9 : 00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Be a part of EIU's largest
organization on campus! All
majors are welcome!
9/1 3
Get your teeth cleaned for
$30"! ! Health Service Building
South Door .
Appointments
1 : 00 and 3:00, Mon. -Thurs.
Call 58 1 -30 1 3 or 58 1 -6083 .
9/ 1 3
Students, Subscribe now to
USA Today for the fall
semester and save 40% . For
more information call Stan
345-9662.
-------:---9/25
Have a Great Time! At the
Union Happy Hour, Wed
nesday, September 1 1 . 61 0p . m .
9/ 1 1
Make You r Own Sundae at
______

______

____

______

the
U nion . H a ppy
Hour!
Wednesday, September 1 1 ,
Hardee's. FREE ! !

9/ 1 1
GRETCHEN IVES Welcome
back and good luck with rush.
______

Love your secret PHI SIGMA
SIGMA sister.
_____
__ 9/ 1 0
HEY! It's Kathy Bruner's
2 1 st BIRTHDAY ! !
______ 91 1 0
Beginning Karate and Self
Defense classes start Sep
tember 1 6th 3 : 00 McAfee
stage $ 1 0. 00 per semester for
Students Compliments of EIU
SHUDO·KAN KARATE CLUB
345-3 748.
91 1 0

Doonesbury

·

A nnouncem�nts

ALL BUSINESS MAJORS
AND MINORS WELCOME!
Come to Collegiate Business
Women's first meeting Sept .
i U at 6 :00 p . m . in Biair Hall
3 0 7 . come fi n d out what we're
all about!
_______9,/ 1 0
___
Travel enthusiasts wanted to
join the nation'<> most reputable
Campus Rep. Sales Team.
Earn unlimited commissions
and Free trips promoting Ski &
Beach trips. Call SUNCHASE
TOURS INC. Today ! 1 ·80032 1 -59 1 1 .
,
91 1 0
CHI-DELPHIA ·
M ee tin;
Wed . , Sept. 1 1 at 5 : 3 0 at
Beth's house. Cati 348- 8675
for directions. If you can't make
it, please call'
9,; 1 1
Dearest Wrong Angie, I really
think you are someone speciar
no matter ,what happens . Love
ya, Limp .
9i 1 0
JACKIE HOOBLER· thanks
so much for those fun shorts ! '
you truly are the bst mom
anyone could ask for! Sigma
Kappa Love . Penn y .
_______ _ _ _

______

______

______

91 1 0

U rsula,
H appy
Birthda y !
Hope you have a great one•
Love Kath i , Laura, Rosie &

Jamie.

91 1 0
JUDO CLUB old and new
members call 5 8 1 -2009 FOR
INFO ask for Joe Glynn.
______

911 6

Puzz le Answers

BY GARRY TRU DEAU

Do you have a special talent
you want known? Advertise it
in the classifieds!

50 THAT's WHY
Y(JJRE CAlLING
TH£3. GR{)(JP. .

/

<:Regency
oi\J>afd:n,ents

/

For your Guest
A

" Home away from Home"

•
•
•
•
•

13

• Kitchen
applfances
Cooking utensils
Linen service
Telephone
T. V. and C8bht
Microwave

• To meet your every need
make your reservations NOW

phone 345-11 05
office � Mo.f' N Set 1 M

each out and touch someone

With
The Dally Eastern News
classl fled adsl

Tuesday , Septemb er 1 o, 1 985

14

The Dally Eastern N

Establish i ng a core of leadership
Harrier lettermen hope to restore tradition
on to be number one .
Last season .r-Tick Whiteside filled the role, but
the spot rem�!� ' open this year until someone
proves himself worthy.
One of the returning veterans' jobs is keeping
the team spirit high and offerring encouragement
when the going gets tough as it often does in the
extremes of cross country training.
"We have a lot more freshmen than last
year," said Newman, a two-year letterman. "But
the spirit they have is amazing. It keeps everyone
working hard and I think- we're going to be a
closer team b ecause of that . "
Junior Jeff Armstrong remembers last year
when he said he felt a little down on himself
before he made the varsity team.
' ' I got down at first last year, but you just have
to tell the freshmen to hold your head high, "
Armstrong said .
The bigger goals for this year' s team, as in any
year, come at the end of the season when the
conference championship and regionals roll
around .
" We want t o get everybody working together
as a team, because like it or not, we are a team , ''
Newman said. And as for goals , "we want
conference, and we want it bad . '. '
" We'd like t o re-establish a tradition, " Tracy
said . "There's been a good solid cross country
tradition here at Eastern in the past, and we
would like to regain that tradition. "

By JOHN STROUD

. Staff writer

A major objective for the early part of the
men's cross country team season is establishing a
leadership core of runners to pace the young
team.
Among the runners who are expected to pick
up tha,t role are five returning lettermen from last
year's team.
Seniors Scott Tracy, Dan Newman, and Mitch
McClure, junior Jeff Armstrong and sophomore
Dale Righter will be vying for the top spots on
this season's harrier squad along with a strong
group of underclassmen.
Another letterman, junior Mike Samuel, is out
for the season with a knee injury.
After two hard weeks of practice and a victory
over Eastern' s alumni, the lettermen believe the
team . is ready to head into the regular season
Friday at home against Illinois and Purdue.
But they all agree it will be a tester to see if the
.
youthful team can come through.
"We are definitely a young team and we lack a
lot of leadership , " said Tracy, a fifth-year
senior. "We have no real front runners but our
depth has -definitely improved over last year. We
have five runners who are capable of being
number one . ' '
Righter, who lettered as a freshman last year,
pointed out that this year's team lacks that one
outstanding runner who can usually be counted

·

Berra adm its
d rug shari n g
with 4 ot hers

PITTSBURGH (AP)-New York Yank
fielder Dale Berra testified Monday. that he s
cocaine with Dave Parker, John Milner, Lee
and Rod Scurry when all five played baseball i
Pittsburgh Pirates and said his own drug use
last summer while he was injured.
"When I got hurt I got depressed and I had a
time on my hands for the first time in 1 0 years
thought it was the opportune time to do it, •
Berra, the fourth major league player to testify
cocaiQe distribution trial of Curtis Strong,
Philadelphia.
Los Angeles Dodgers infielder Enos
testified earlier Monday that he snorted c
many as 1 00 times between 1 97 8 and 1 984 and
usually performed well, getting two or three
games the day after using the drug.
Berra, son of Yogi Berra, the New York Y
Hall of Farner, said he bought cocaine from
in 1 982 when he met Strong in a Franklin Plaza
where Milner, Lacy, Willie Stargell and
coaches were assembled for a meal .
Strong came to the door and accompanied P
Milner, Lacy, and himself to a side bedroom,
testified.
"I handed him $ 100 and he asked me
wanted. He took (cocaine) from his pocket,"
said.
Berra never suggested that Stargell or the
were aware of the illegal sale.
Parker, now with Cincinnati , Milner,
this: He actually ran - no, make
retired, and Lacy, now with Baltimore, are ex
that sprinted - to first base after
to testify later. Berra followed Lonnie Smith
a walk. Pretty soon he chased a
Kansas City Royals, Keith Hernandez of t
Cuban kid named Tony Perez off
York Mets and Cabell , all of whom testified t
second base and over tp third and
bought cocaine from Strong.
eventually into the outfield.
U.S. District Court Judge Gustave Diamon
"No, I wouldn't have guessed
jury of nine women and three men are
he'd have made it, " said Norm
Strong' s trial on charges that he sold . c
Jollow, the 30-year sports editor
baseball players 1 6 times in Pittsburgh .
of what is now The Finger Lakes
Under questioning by defense attorney A
Times.
Renfroe Jr. , the Yankees reserve third base
"They called him 'Charlie
he was also supplied with cocaine by form
Hustle , ' but Charlie Hotdog was
sburgh Pirates mascot Kevin Koch, who has n
more like it around here . He
charged with any crime, resigned from the
wasn't a bad hitter, but he
this year and denied any link with the coc
couldn' t catch. You never know : •
vestigation.

4 , 1 91 hits later , Rose stil l the same
·

GENEVA N.Y. (AP)-Amid
Pete Rose's thunderous pursuit of
. Ty Cobb in the annals of
professional baseball, let it be
recalled that the chase began 2S
years ago in this sleepy and shady
corner of upstate New York.
And Rose's first steps - nearly
4,200 big-league hits ago - were
taken with a collection of
ragmuffins called the Geneva
Reds, who finished in the muck of
· the New York-Pennsylvania
League in 1 960.
"The vital votes of California
are still beyond the reach of Sen.

J ohn
F.
Kennedy
of
Massachusetts at the Democratic
National Convention," cautioned
the Geneva Times in early July of
1 960 .
A week before, Pete Rose made
his professional baseball debut
and The Times was just as
guarded: "Rose is an aggressive
and eager ballplayer at second
base . . . He adds life to the in
field."
While the Everly Brothers were
scoring on the kids' car radios
with "Cathy's Crown," Rose was
gaped at like · a circus oddity. Get
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tu rn of in j u red starters solidifie s hooters

im proveme nt is

n eeded - Mosnia
most o f Eastern' s soccer team out o f sick bay

k in the lineup , the hooters came alive to pull
tournament coup
ent last weekend.

in

the

Bowling

Green

oters scored a lot of goals , including three
rday in their 3 - 1 decision against Richmond
on Sunday when they defeated Creighton 4-

weekend was highlighted by the fact that the
ers came through with clutch per form a nce s .

n spite of all the su pe rlatives , coach Cizo

}· :·
\ \·.
·

and the Panthers are in agreement when they

e ca n do better. "

please d that we won and it ' s all o ve r with , "
said, "but w e didn't play a s well w e can. We
ery well in the first half of that game against
n. We went u p 4-0 an d I thought it was
be a blow-out. But we let them back in the
the �cond half. "
,speculated that

·

_

the

100-degree

. •.

_

I/
i

tem

and the returning players' inability to
fit during their layoff was a major factor to
o nsis te n cy .
le that with the sudden unfamiliarity that

in key slots have with one another and it can
tougher.
man foward Larry Pretto has to adjust to a
different style of play than what he usually
d all of the players have to adjust to him,
pointed out.
o probably has to do more adjusting than any
layer on the .team. Since his return from
Russia at the World Games last week , he has
adapt to a new country, a new coach and new
tes . Despite all of that, Pretto said " it went

hink I can play better, " he said . " I ' m just
,
to know t h e play e rs .
or Rick Lansing, returning from a leg injury,
his usual steady games, " Mosnia said. " H e
very well against Richmond . The second day,
Creigh to n) fatigue set in . "
ing said "we didn't play u p to our potential. "
knee responded to actual play very well. "It
tter than I expected. After the game I packed
because it was a little sore. I had a little
wi th the heat and my stamina isn ' t where I
like it to be , " the hooter captain added.
.
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'

\
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MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor

Eastern's Matt Gamache ( 7 ) is one of s�veral
players returning from the booter injury list. The
Panthers won the Bowling Green Tournament last

weeken d , but coach Cizo Mosnia is still looking for
improvement

' " Neil (Swindells), he's amazing . But he's not
consistent yet. " Mosnia said, " I ' m hoping that he
will settle down and become more consistent.
And with relunctance, Swindells summed-up his
weekend efforts . " I don't think I played as well as I
could , " said the tournament's offensive most
valuable player. "I think I missed a few opportunities that I should have scored. "
.
1
In addition, freshman Craig Hartman had to re
adjust to playing a more defensive game while trying
to get reaquainted with the regular starters .
" I t was a little different playing with the starters

back, " Hartman said . "I played a more defensive
game in the mid-field so I didn't get into the of
fensive action. ' '
One key spiritual which helped Eastern in its win
against Creighton was the return of Ossie Molinari.
Molinari missed the first game while attending his
sister's wedding in London, Ontario . He and several
relatives departed for Bowling Green, Ohio at 6 a . m .
t o b e at the game .
" When Ossie came back Sunday he livened us
up, " Mosnia said. " But fatigue wore him down in
the second half. "
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Pacione ' set ' i n spi ker p la n s

Sophomore setter sparks Panthers' offense

By DAN VERDUN
Aaslatant sports editor

Jeanne Pacione seems quite "set" in the plans of
Eastern's volleyball team.
In fact, the Panthers' setter was one of the major
factors in Eastern's surprising second-place finish in
last weekend's Lady Tiger Classic at Memphis, Tenn.
Pacione, a sophomore from Mt. Prospect and · a
product of Wheeling High School, was given a
chance to earn the starting job at setter during spring
ball.
"Gretchen (Braker) graduated and April (Deer)
-decided not to come back last spring and so we
.·needed a setter,'' coach Betty Ralston said.
"At that point we had no setters," she added. "It
· came down to a point of Jeanne had to learn how to
set because we didn't have any other setters.'•
Consequently, Ralston switched the .Panthers over
from a two-setter offense to a 5-1 attack with
Pacione at setter.
"(I felt) a lot of pressure becaus,e you're setting all
Jhe way around (in a 5-1 offense) and in a 6-2 (of
fense) you have two setters, so if one is doing bad the
other one is 'there," Pacione said.
"I have to be ready at all times, I ' m always run
ning different plays. It is. a lot of pressure setting in a
5-1 , but I like the pressure. I find it challenging."
Pacione spent last ·summer working on her setting
by going . through_ drills, teaching volleyball to
younger players and playing daily at Wheeling High
School.
Pacione also attended a one-day camp conducted
by her sports idol, Olympic setter Debbie Green.
Knowing that she would see a great deal of playing
time in the 5-1 offense, Pacione also underwent a
conditioning program over the summer that consisted primarily of running.
That conditioning paid off for Pacione in last
weekend's tournament, as she spent nearly every
minute of Eastern's matches on the floor quar
terbacking the Panther offense.
Prior to Eastern's first-round upset of perennial
national power Louisiana State, Pacione was ex
trememly nervous about how she would perform .
"I was very nervous, " Pacione said. "What was
funny is the first ball went right through my fingers,
but I came right back. I tried to block it out, and
after that everything went well.''
Things did go well as Pacione dished out a team
LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer
leading 1 65 assists, recorded 1 6 digs, had 1 0 block
assists and served four aces during the tourney.
Eastern volleyballer Jeanne Pacione passes a
Because of her fast start, Pacione's confidence also · serve during volleyball practice at McAfee Gym. As ·
received a boost.
setter Pacione is the catalyst to the Panther offense .
"I feel very confident setting everyone," Pacione
said. "I just love to see a good hit. "
would be the only position. we couldn't fill right
Despite being just five matches into the season, now.''
Ralston already sees a difference in Pacione's play
Yet, Pacione isn't going to rest on last weekend's
compared to last year's Panther setters.
success; she realizes there is always room for im
"She's a lot more aggressive and I think the team provement in her game.
tends to notice that too," Ralston said.
"(I have to work on) being a smart setter, that
"The whole point is that the setter should get the means being able to decide who is hitting well,"
second ball and Jeanne just makes sure that she gets Pacione said.
every second ball. I think she plays a little better
· "If we have a short blocker, I should set the
defense too.
outside hitter more. I have to be able to see things all
" I n all honesty, at this point an injury to her over."
·

·
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Berra testifies

Recuperating

Yankees infielder Dale Berra testified Monday
that he shared cocaine with Dave Parker, John
Milner, Lee Lacy and Rod Scurry when playing
for the Pirates.
See page 1 4

Eastern's soccer team has its injured starters
back, but both players and coach Cizo Mosnia .
admit there's still work to do to return
- - to the level
they'd like .
See page 1 5 .

Rose unchanged

Letterman strength

Pete Rose, who will soon break Ty Cobb's
recor� for all-time hits, has remained basically
unchanged since his first days some 25 years
ago.
See page 1 4 ' ·

With five returning lettermen , Eastern's men's .
cross country team is hoping their experience
will buoy an otherwise young team.
See page 1 4

Fourth and long :

Farsig hted view
led to Panthers'
stum ble at N EM
Looking across the great expanse of the
football horizon this off-season, Eastern's f
team could see the golden fleece. With bin
they could even see the glitter .
The predicitions were coming in faster tha
Banks could run a fly pattern. Conversation ce
on the possibility of Eastern beating Kansas
Big Eight. That, it was concluded, would be a
one to win.
Okay, so in all probability, Kansas will go ·
Panther loss column, figured a season outlook
Chicago Sun- Times. It also forecasted Eastern
very sunny 9-2 record.
The same day, a press release arrived fr
Louis reading "Eastern Illinois Panthers sel
win Gateway Football Title," accentuated by
letters, and emphatically underlined.
Ah, what a satisfring feeling . Almost like
, the playoffs before the season even begins.
what we call respect.
.
· Th� runway was clear for takeoff. Sean P
the Panthers ' air traffic controller , would pil
·

·

·

aerial bombardment as Eastern headed for it
battle last Saturday-in the hills of M i ssouri
Northeast Missouri University waited .

The weapons were loaded and ready t o go.
stop, and presumably the first win, would co
Kirksville, Mo. Only problem was that n
checked the landing gear .
For on t hat dark Saturday nigh t , Eastern A
Flight 1 985 crash-landed in Stokes S t a dium
casualities-3 1 dents in Eastern ' s defensive a
over three quarters, four interceptions off Pa
usually radar-sharp arm , and more penalties t
I RS hit Tony Dorsett wit h .

" S o much has been .said about how go
football team can be, " coach Al Molde said. '
team just wasn't there Saturday. We're much
than that . "

The gloomy evening yielded a pair o f firsts,
in the loss column, which now carries a dist
tally mar k . Checking recent history, we must
gears and look back to 1 977 to find the last

Eastern opened autumn with a fall.
Remember 1 977? To set a timetable , that ' s w
thi rd - year pro named Walter Payton, of no re
to Sean, galloped for an NFL record 275 yards ·
game.
. The next year, Eastern began a drive that
the winningest team in the ·state since then
winning every opener. Is a downfall imminent?
It's doubtful, then again so was Eastern's in
Saturday night. The potential record now is
doubtful again. For optimism's sake, Eastern 1
the second week a few years back, but still
on to a 9-3 playoff season. The fact of the mi
that Saturday's loss was scary, especially wi
Division II Bulldogs holding a 3 1 -3 lead after
quarters, threatening total destruction to East
"It was like a cold slap in the face, " said P
who wasn't discussing aftershave.
Quite possibly, it could serve as a hard kick
butt for the Panthers . "Remember No
would serve as motivation when Eastern hi
same lull it did Saturday. It might even find i
into the cheerleaders' book.
Panthers :what's your battle cry? One more
like Northeast, we'll die!
High-charged emotions were at a low Sa
which Molde openly admits. Maybe a
blasting Chris DeBurgh's "High on emotion"
lockerroom would spark the Panthers'
preparation.

